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You Wouldn't Want to Be Tutankhamun! 2021-01-25 this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to

features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers

at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their

understanding of what life would have been like as an egyptian pharaoh informative captions a complete glossary and an

index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key

stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Immunisation! 2021-02-02 sticking sharp needles into small children doesn t sound like a

nice thing to do but sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind since the 18th century immunisation has saved millions of

people from deadly diseases and in future as new techniques are invented we might even be able to do away with that

needle you wouldn t want to live without immunisation is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the

internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject

to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in

full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions

labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can

do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place

each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Snot! 2021-02-02 what if we didn t have snot and mucus the insides of our bodies would

be very dry and we would find it hard to digest our food we would also quickly become sick because mucus protects us from

dirt in the air that we breathe but what exactly is this sticky slimy stuff and why do we produce more of it when we have a

cold and what do animals like slugs and snails do with their mucus you might find it a bit gross but you wouldn t want to live

without it you wouldn t want to live without snot is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally

acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and

stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour

make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and

humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply

more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each

volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Be on Shackleton's Polar Expedition! 2021-02-01 get ready as a harderned sailor you re about to join

shackleton in what will prove to be one of the most gruelling adventures of all time as you brave your way across the bitterly

cold continent of antarctica as you encounter extreme cold strong icy winds and a worrying lack of food and water you ll soon

see why you really wouldn t want to join shackleton s polar expedition this title in the best selling children s history series you

wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative

approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters

and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like on shackleton s polar expedition informative captions a

complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers

it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5

14

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Poo! 2021-02-01 learn the surprising truth about just how important poo really is it keeps

our bodies healthy and can also be used to power our cars heat our homes and help grow our crops you wouldn t want to
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live without poo is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want

to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity

about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and

accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in

addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple

safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a

list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Be Cleopatra! 2021-01-29 you re a princess born into the egyptian royal family but it s not easy living

in the palace from family betrayals to roman generals you will discover it s not easy being cleopatra this title in the best

selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate

technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally

involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as cleopatra informative

captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for

young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish

standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Plastic! 2021-02-02 the invention of plastics was one of the most important discoveries of

the past century revolutionising the way things are made stored and packaged this book tells the story of plastics from the

science behind their creation to their use across all aspects of society you wouldn t want to live without plastic is part of a

brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear

engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around

them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to

reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text

illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps

that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to be Married to Henry VIII! 2021-02-01 marrying henry viii was not an easy option this book provides tips

such as think carefully before accepting his proposal and give birth to a son it also describes henry viii and his wives as well

as information on key figures and events of the time

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Toilets! 2021-02-02 how would you cope if there were no toilets where would you go how

would you keep yourself and your house clean this book tells the fascinating story of a piece of technology that most of us

take for granted find out why toilets are so important how they improved over the years and how they might develop in the

future you wouldn t want to live without toilets is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally

acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and

stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour

make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and

humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply

more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each

volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Robots! 2021-02-01 robots are machines that can be programmed to carry out a series of

complex actions automatically or under the control of an operator they come in all shapes and sizes from mechanical arms
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and driverless vehicles to walking talking artificial people learn about how robots are helping humanity by doing jobs that are

too dangerous for people exploring places that humans cannot reach and becoming our helpers and companions you wouldn

t want to live without robots is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you

wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young

readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these

books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous

speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts

describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes

a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Be Ill in Tudor Times! 2021-02-01 you are a barber surgeon in the sixteenth century a terrible time for

people to be sick sharpen your saw before amputating an infected leg learn how to make false noses and ears for patients

injured on the battlefield and don t treat victims of the plague without your special mask this title in the best selling children s

history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a

narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the

characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like in tudor times informative captions a complete

glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an

ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Victorian Servant! 2021-02-01 you are a 12 year old girl living in britain in the 1880s you are

about to start work for a wealthy family you will be busy all day long as a victorian servant this title can be used as a

background approach to wider issues in victorian times such as class divides daily life and the position of men and women

this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine

humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them

to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like working

as a victorian servant informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the

conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps

achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Pain! 2021-02-01 learn the surprising truth about pain how it actually helps keep us alive

healthy and feeling good you wouldn t want to live without pain is part of a brand new science and technology strand within

the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the

subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style

illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed

through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works

top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the

world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want To... 2008-03 you are a young man from a noble family in mexico little do you suspect that you are about

to fall victim to one of the most powerful south american civilisations and become an aztec sacrifice this title in the best

selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate

technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally

involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like living in the aztec civilisation
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informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information

books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the

scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be an Aztec Sacrifice! 2021-02-01 history the past general interest children s teenage you wouldn t

want to be an anglo saxon peasant ages 7

You Wouldn't Want to be an Anglo-Saxon Peasant 2016-03-10 get ready as the captain of a spanish treasure ship sailing in

the spanish main you re about to get captured as a pirate s prisoner pirates have many ingenious tortures and once they

have got what they want from you the best you can hope for is to be marooned on an island this title in the best selling

children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical

detail and a narrative approach placing reaworld warders at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally

involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as a pirate s prisoner

informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information

books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the

scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Pirate's Prisoner! 2021-02-01 see life through the eyes of one of the most unfortunate people in

european history mary queen of scots crowned as a baby widowed at 18 schemed against in your own country and menaced

by the superpower next door your life is not going to be a bed of roses this title in the best selling children s history series

you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative

approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters

and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as mary queen of scots informative captions a complete

glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an

ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be Mary, Queen of Scots! 2021-01-25 you are a hunter following the trail of mammoths as they cross

a vast treeless wilderness you camp where your people have always sheltered you leave your mark on the walls of caves

you fight your enemies you kill mammoths life is hard and can be short if you are brave and strong you will be successful if

you are not then you wouldn t want to be an ice age mammoth hunter this title in the best selling children s history series you

wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative

approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters

and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as a stone age mammoth hunter informative captions a

complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers

it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5

14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Mammoth Hunter! 2021-02-01 this series of hilarious fictional diaries put us inside the heads of

hapless figures from history in frazzling situations robert a boy living in southwark in early 17th century london finds himself

employed as an actor in the globe theatre playing roles written by the greatest playwright of the age william shakespeare but

when the coronation of a new king james i threatens the future of the theatre robert has to come up with a cunning plan to

save the company if he doesn t succeed robert will have to go back to collecting dog poo for a living get real fact boxes

feature throughout providing historical context and further information as well as a timeline historical biographies and a

glossary in the end matter
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You Wouldn't Want to Be a Shakespearean Actor! 2021-02-01 this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn

t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach

placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding

their understanding of what life would have been like as a slave in ancient greece informative captions a complete glossary

and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text

for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Slave in Ancient Greece! 2021-01-20 for thousands of years nurses have tended to the sick and

the wounded although they don t get the glory nurses are just as important as doctors they look after us in hospital making

sure that we have everything we need to make a quick and complete recovery they keep wards organised comfort relatives

and cheer us up when we re bored of laying in hospital beds all day you wouldn t want to live without nurses is part of a

brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear

engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around

them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to

reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text

illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps

that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Nurses! 2021-02-02 illustrations and text introduce readers to the the training duties and

lifestyle of a samurai and also describes the culture and traditions of ancient japan suggested level primary intermediate

You Wouldn't Want to be a Samurai! 2010 it s the end of the 15th century and your local castle is looking for a jailer are you

up to the job your charges will include all sorts of people from hardened criminals to people with mental illnesses and you

won t be expected to treat them kindly this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full

colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the

centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of

what life would have been like in a medieval dungeon informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title

an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and

guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be in a Medieval Dungeon! 2021-02-01 we depend on electricity in almost everything that we do it

gives us heat light transportation and entertainment electricity has always existed but it is only in the last 200 years or so that

we have learned how to make use of it find out what electricity does for us and how we managed without it in the past you

wouldn t want to live without electricity is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally

acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and

stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour

make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and

humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply

more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each

volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Electricity! 2021-02-02 money is one of the most important inventions in the history of

human civilisation allowing people to exchange goods and services and amass great wealth and power this book tells the

story of money from its origins to the rise of the banking system and beyond you wouldn t want to live without money is part
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of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear

engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around

them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to

reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text

illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps

that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Money! 2021-02-02 humans have always loved to play games from dice games in ancient

iran 5 000 years ago to chess and cards in the middle ages today fanaticism over console games is at an all time high with

players arguing passionately why one console is better than another learn about the many uses and positive effects of video

games how they can be a teaching aid exercise our bodies and brains stimulate our creativity and bring people together you

wouldn t want to live without gaming is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed

you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young

readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these

books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous

speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts

describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes

a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Gaming! 2021-02-02 a satellite is a small object travelling around something bigger the

moon is a natural satellite of earth a spacecraft launched into orbit around earth is an artificial satellite since sputnik 1 about 6

000 more satellites have been launched by 40 countries learn about how we use satellites every day without knowing it to

talk on the telephone watch television use the internet predict the weather navigate the landscape and run businesses you

wouldn t want to live without satellites is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally

acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and

stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour

make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and

humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply

more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each

volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Satellites! 2021-02-01 simple machines are around us all the time and we use them every

day you might not even think of them as machines many are built into complex compound machines but the simple machine

is still in there doing its job learn about how simple machines enable practically everything around us to work allowing us to

travel in wheeled vehicles lift very heavy objects fix things together and break things apart you wouldn t want to live without

simple machines is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want

to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity

about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and

accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in

addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple

safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a

list of did you know facts
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You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Simple Machines! 2021-02-02 sleep is very mysterious no one really knows why we do it

and how do we explain all those strange dreams what scientists do know is that sleeping is essential for health and

happiness you wouldn t want to live without sleep is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the

internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject

to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in

full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions

labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can

do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place

each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Sleep! 2021-02-01 many dangerous diseases are carried by bacteria tiny organisms that

can get into the body and multiply inside it antibiotics are medicines that kill bacteria they can be used to cure many diseases

that were deadly in the past this book tells the story of how antibiotics were discovered and how they have transformed the

treatment of disease you wouldn t want to live without antibiotics is part of a brand new science and technology strand within

the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the

subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style

illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed

through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works

top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the

world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Antibiotics! 2021-02-01 you are the son of a mayan soothsayer living near the city of

copan in about ad 710 becoming a soothsayer yourself means you could become an important man however you d rather

stay in your peaceful village being a farmer get something wrong as a soothsayer and you ll be sacrificed this title in the best

selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate

technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally

involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as a mayan soothsayer

informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information

books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the

scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Mayan Soothsayer! 2021-02-01 you are a victorian schoolchild growing up in britain in the 1880s

wasn t easy for a young child in school the going is tough and the punishments are hard this title in the best selling children s

history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a

narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the

characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as a victorian schoolchild informative captions a

complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers

it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5

14

You Wouldn't Want to be a Victorian Schoolchild! 2021-02-01 get ready as a young man living in the roman empire you ve

heard many stories about far away lands and people it sounds exciting but you re about to discover how tough life really is

for a roman soldier this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations
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which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history

encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have

been like as a roman soldier informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the

conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps

achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a Roman Soldier! 2021-02-01 as a young servant to catholic conspirator and would be assassin

guy fawkes you ll witness the secretive planning and thwarted execution of the infamous gunpowder plot of 1605 at first hand

plunge into a morally murky world of political intrigue persecution and religious extremism not so very far away from our own

this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine

humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them

to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as guy

fawkes informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of

information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals

of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be Guy Fawkes! 2021-02-01 can you imagine what your life would be like without glass you use glass

every day from the mirror you look in when you wash your face in the morning to the bulbs that light up your home after dark

all sorts of foods are stored in glass bottles and jars many of your electronic gadgets have glass screens and the signals that

carry your texts and let you surf the web make part of their journey along glass communications cables you wouldn t want to

live without glass is part of a brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want

to be series the clear engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity

about the world around them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and

accessible even to reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in

addition to the main text illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple

safe experiments or steps that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a

list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Glass! 2021-02-02 it is ad 79 and you are a trusted slave looking after your master s

young son in a quiet and pleasant roman seaside town but there s something unusual about the mountain that looms over

that town and your life is about to change forever this title in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to

features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers

at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their

understanding of what life would have been like as a slave in pompeii informative captions a complete glossary and an index

make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage

2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Live in Pompeii! 2021-01-25 for 5 000 years and more libraries have been gathering and preserving

writings of all kinds they re keepers of the world s memory they re storehouses of knowledge and imagination and fun learn

about how these places and their collections of written words allow us to check our facts find important information share

stories beliefs and ideas build communities and learn valuable life skills you wouldn t want to live without libraries is part of a

brand new science and technology strand within the internationally acclaimed you wouldn t want to be series the clear

engaging text and humorous illustrations bring the subject to life and stimulate young readers curiosity about the world around
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them specially commissioned cartoon style illustrations in full colour make these books attractive and accessible even to

reluctant readers information is conveyed through captions labels and humorous speech bubbles in addition to the main text

illustrated sidebars headed how it works top tip or you can do it supply more facts describe simple safe experiments or steps

that readers can take to help make the world a better place each volume includes a timeline and a list of did you know facts

You Wouldn't Want to Live Without Libraries! 2021-02-02 the year is 1819 you are a 14 year old boy named thomas

nickerson living in nantucket it is one of the most important centres of the american whaling industry you want to fulfil your

boyhood dream of becoming a whaler by joining your friends aboard the whaling ship essex the essex is bound for the pacific

ocean and a place in history but you have no idea of the horrors whale attacks shipwreck cannibalism that lie ahead this title

in the best selling children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and

accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become

emotionally involved with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like on a 19th century

whaling ship informative captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of

information books for young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals

of the scottish standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Sail on a 19th Century Whaling Ship! 2021-01-25 as an american pilot joining the raf during world war

two you ll experience many ups and downs and no doubt you ll discover what a mae west is for get used to the lingo

commands and controls otherwise it s time to bail out educational informative and engaging this book teaches children the

risks taken and sacrifices made in world war ii and puts the reader at the centre of the action this title in the best selling

children s history series you wouldn t want to features full colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical

detail and a narrative approach placing readers at the centre of the history encouraging them to become emotionally involved

with the characters and aiding their understanding of what life would have been like as a world war two pilot informative

captions a complete glossary and an index make this title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for

young readers it is an ideal text for key stage 2 shared and guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the scottish

standard curriculum 5 14

You Wouldn't Want to Be a World War Two Pilot! 2021-01-25
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